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ABSTRACT

In this paper we describe an advaced segmentation approach for
stereo images improving the computation of depth compared to
the commonly used straight line segmentation. Using a straight
line – circular arc approximation of chain coded lines, the number
of primitives is reduced significantly. This approximation low-
ers the computational effort as well as the frequency of erroneous
matches. Starting with matched pairs of primitives, a disparity
image is computed containing the initial disparity values for a sub-
sequent block matching algorithm. The output of this algorithm is
the partially dense depth image of one aspect of the object. We de-
scribe the result of a parallel implementation using object–oriented
programming techniques. In segmentation as well as in matching
we evaluate color information to improve accuracy and reliability
of the depth values. The algorithms are part of a system computing
depth from monocular image sequences. Taking a sequence of
different views by a camera mounted to a robot hand, each two
consecutive images are considered as a stereo image. The depth
images computed from these stereo images are fused to one com-
plete depth map of the object surface. The results show substantial
improvements in comparison to a monochrome system with respect
to speed, accuracy, and completeness.

1 INTRODUCTION

The system introduced in this paper is designed to compute a dense
depth map of an object seen from different viewing angles. For
this purpose, a monocular color camera is mounted to the hand of
a robot allowing arbitrary positioning within the robot’s working
space. The relation between camera and robot hand is fixed and
calibrated once in the startup phase of the system. This setup
enables us to record object views from different angles with known
camera positions. The accuracy of the camera position is limited by
measurement errors in the robot position which can be up to 4mm.
To overcome the calibration error and illumination changes due to
camera rotation, a combined feature and correlation based approach
is used. The feature based step allows to compute depth at the edges
of an object accurately and reliably. The number of matching errors
is reduced to a minimum by using a color edge filter, by evaluating
color features at the edges, and by approximating detected lines by
straight line – circular arc sequences (Sect. 3). While the matching
step is done on the rather coarse approximation, the disparity is
computed on the chain codes of the lines directly. Thus the number
of primitives can be reduced without loss of accuracy. (Sect. 4).

The depth values at the edges are considered as points of support
for a subsequent block matching step. Here again the color infor-
mation is used to improve the accuracy. In this paper we describeyThis work was funded partially by the German Research Foundation
(DFG) under grant number SFB 182. Only the authors are responsible for
the contents.

the segmentation and its relation to stereo matching techniques.
The other modules are explained in [1, 2]. The base of the segmen-
tation and its implementation in an object oriented programming
style is the work represented in [7, 14]. We introduce a hierarchi-
cal order for image processing operators implemented as classes
and discuss the advantages of such a system (Sect. 5). We present
results in Sect. 6 and conclude our contribution in Sect. 7 giving an
outlook on further work.

2 RELATED WORK

Several papers have been published about segmentation of images
into lines, circular arcs, and vertices e.g. [4, 9]. Rather than only
adding a new reference to this list, we apply such techniques to
feature based stereo and introduce a new segmentation technique.

The evaluation of different color spaces for area based stereo
matching showed better results compared to gray–level images
[10]; the best result was obtained in RGB color space [8].

While feature based stereo algorithms result in sparse depth
maps with high reliability and accuracy [12] block matching algo-
rithms generate dense depth maps but are sensitive to illumination
changes.

Several types of algorithms to compute dense depth of the com-
plete surface of an object can be found in the literature, some of
them with impressive results, but they necessitate to influence the
scene; thus they are not suitable for unknown environments. Either
a calibration rig has to be placed in the scene to determine the cam-
era position (compare [11] for an overview of photogrammetric
approaches) or the object has to be placed on a turn table as in [18].

Object–oriented programming has become common for image
analysis by the dissemination of the IUE ideas [5]. Data represen-
tation is widely implemented in classes. However, little has been
published yet on hierarchies of operators for image processing.

3 SEGMENTATION INTO SEQUENCES OF LINES AND
ARCS

Using the robot, a sequence of color images is recorded showing
the object from different viewing angles. Two adjacent images are
treated as a stereo pair which is normalized so that epipolar lines
correspond with the scan lines. This step is used additionally to
change the image size to a power of two. This transformation from
PAL format to 512 � 512 pixel simplifies the use of a resolution
hierarchy.

After these preprocessing steps, color edges are detected by a
Nevatia–Babu edge filter. Each of the three channels of the RGB
color space is filtered independently resulting in three different val-
ues of edge strength and edge orientation of each pixel. These val-
ues are transformed to one by choosing the maximal edge strength
and the corresponding edge orientation. Combining the edge in-
formation previous to line detection saves the fusing step which
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would be necessary to combine lines detected at slightly different
positions in the three color channels.

The single edge–image is subject to line detection by a hysteresis
algorithm which produces a set of continuous digital lines repre-
sented as chain codes; this set is part of a so called “segmentation
object” which is the common data structure for the representation
of complex segmentation results (Sect. 5).

The set of chain codes computed by the line following algorithm
are now passed to a split–and–merge procedure to approximate the
chains as sequences of straight line segments and circular arcs.
The result is again stored in a segmentation object. An example
illustrating the power of the approach is shown in Fig. 1. Some
implementation details will be given in Sect. 5

Fig. 1. Gray–level image and detail of segmentation result
showing hand and shoulder. Corners and vertices are marked
as crosses.

In the case of the stereo system, this approximation of chain
codes as straight lines and arcs greatly reduces the number of prim-
itives to be matched. Compared to an approximation by straight
lines only the average number of primitives is lessened to 58:4%
measured on a sample of 850 images [7], while the average ap-
proximation error does not increase for the lines.

4 FEATURE BASED STEREO USING LINES AND ARCS

The feature based stereo approach matches line segments and circu-
lar arcs. To support the matching step, a number of color attributes
is taken into consideration to separate different groups of lines and
arcs. Only if these attributes are similar for a pair of segmenta-
tion objects, this pair can be matched. The initial set of potential
matches is formed by all pairs of segmentation objects with the
following characteristics: One object is from the left, one from the
right stereo image and the attributes of both objects are similar.

By a relaxation like algorithm [12] the set of preferred matches
is computed from the initial set. Changes compared to the original
algorithm are reported in [16] especially the score function for the
initial potential matching is altered and the algorithm is fitted to a
resolution hierarchy.

To be able to match straight line segments and circular arcs,
we extended the score function by a comparison between circu-
lar arcs and straight line segments and by a comparison between
pairs of circular arcs. The parameters defined for gradient and
color contrast had to be defined for circular arcs. For this pur-
pose circular arcs with more than one vertical branch are split into
single vertical branches. Horizontal segments are erased since a
reliable depth computation for horizontal primitives is not possible
[2] using epipolar geometry.

All together the introduction of color attributes cuts the number
of potential matches to less than 50%. This number is further
reduced by the direct computation of the disparity on chain coded
lines. Thus the matching can be computed on a rather coarse

Fig. 2. Disparity computed from chain coded lines (dashed
lines) and from segmentation primitives (thin solid lines).

approximation of the lines without loss of accuracy. The following
algorithm was chosen:

1. Chain coded lines in the stereo image pair are computed.
2. The lines are approximated coarsely by straight line segments

and circular arcs.
3. The matching is computed on the coarse approximation.
4. The common rows for each two matched segmentation prim-

itives are determined.
5. Every primitive represents one chain coded line section. In

each common row the positions of the chain coded line sec-
tions belonging to each two matched primitives are identified.

6. The disparity is computed directly from the chain code posi-
tions. In case of horizontal chain code links, the mean position
of these codes is used.

An example for this algorithm is shown in Fig. 2. Thick lines
show three pairs of matched segmentation primitives, each box
shows a pixel of the associated line segment. The disparity com-
puted for line segments is shown as dashed lines; the disparity
computed from segmentation objects is depicted as thin continu-
ous lines.

A result of the procedure on approximately straight lines is
shown in Fig. 3; even there the number of primitives is reduced,
although the real object has no curved edges.

The feature based stereo approach, described above, results in a
sparse depth map with data only for the matched lines. To obtain a
dense depth map, the sparse map is used to initialize the subsequent
block matching algorithm working on a resolution hierarchy [2].

5 HIERARCHY OF IMAGE PROCESSING OPERATORS

The algorithms are implemented using ‘́���o& (HIPPOS) [14, 15],
an object oriented class library designed for image analysis which is
based on the commonly used NIHCL C++ class library [6]. In [14],
the data interfaces were defined as classes for the representation
of segmentation results. The segmentation object plays the central
role here. In [7] we extend this system to a hierarchical structure of
image processing and analysis classes and objects. Image segmen-
tation, in particular line detection, is considered here as a sequence
of (possibly repeated) processing steps shown in Fig. 4; the data
classes in boxes are taken from [14].

The basic structure of the class hierarchy for image processing
operations is shown in Fig. 6. On a coarse level, operators for line
based segmentation can be divided into edge detection (arrow 1
in Fig. 4), line following (with hysteresis threshold, arrow 2), gap
closing (arrow 3), and corner and vertex detection (arrow 4). For
each processing step which is implemented here as a class, there
exists a large variety of choices in the literature. When the whole
sequence of operations is subject to optimization, either manually
or automatically as in [13], it is crucial to have similar interfaces
to exchangeable single processing steps, such as several corner
detection algorithms. This is greatly simplified by object–oriented
programming and polymorphic interfaces as shown here. Only the
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Fig. 3. Chain coded lines (left). Matched lines with straight line approximation (center), with straight line and circular arc
approximation (right), each number referring to a segmentation primitive, equal numbers indicate matched primitives. Matching
errors are marked by a box.

SegObj<Lines,Vertices>

SegObj<Chain>
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Edge Image

Intensity Image

Fig. 4. Segmentation sequence

FOR Start point TO end point
compute curvature of actual point
IF curvature is below lower hysteris threshold
THEN IF already found possible corner

THEN output this corner
ELSE IF curvature is above upper hysteris threshold

THEN IF already found possible corner
THEN IF curvature greater than curvature in potential corner

THEN actual point is potential corner
ELSE potential corner found

Fig. 5. Hysteresis Corner Detection

type of the input and output data has to remain fixed for such a
system.

Corner CornerA FindVertex

EdgesToSegObj

CornerDetect

SegObjToSegObj

Input, Output
OperatorOpt

apply

Operator
Options

upper,lower
HystNMU

width
ClGap

SegObjEdgToSegObj

Fig. 6. Class hierarchy for image operators [7]

One particular algorithm applied here is the corner detection
which is required for the approximation of chain codes by straight
lines and arcs. The principle is shown in Fig. 5. The curvature to
be computed is left unspecified in the class CornerDetect (i.e.
it is a pure virtual function). The derived classes, e.g. CornerA
or Corner, implement this function using the k–curvature [17] or
the H–curvature which is introduced in [7].

The idea of the H–curvature is to treat the line as a parametric
curve K(t). The curvature in the point PM on the line uses two
points PL and PR on the curve. The path along the line from PL to

PM has to be equal to the pathPM toPR; this length is a parameterk of the approximation algorithm. The distance H between PM
and the middle point PC of a secant through two points PL and PR
is used as a measure for the curvature in the point PM . This filter
will be applied several times with varying parameter k to the curve
to detect weak corners and stronger corners with small distances
between them. This is sketched in Fig. 7; more details can be found
in [7].

H~pc~k(t) �
~pl

~pm
~prsL h sr

Fig. 7. Corner Detection

Of course, the split–and–merge procedure also works in a general
way on either straight lines, circular arcs, or the combination of
both, and leaves the actual approximation to derived approximation
classes [7].

6 RESULTS

The mean disparity error for the combined stereo approach is 1:93
pixel [2]. This error is measured by matching of planar surfaces by
hand and comparing this to the disparity values computed for these
surfaces. An example for the disparity measured for a Rubic’s cube
is shown in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8. Combined matching: normalized input images (top),
initial depth map from line based matching (bottom left), result
of combined matching (bottom right).
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Fig. 9. Resulting depth data of the cube.

The computational time needed for the stereo algorithm to pro-
ceed one stereo image pair has been measured on a HP 735 (99
MHz) with 124 MIPS. For the Nevatia–Babu–edge filter in three
color channels 3:9s are needed, for the line detection 0:7s, for the
straight line – circular arc – approximation 0:9s, for the feature
based matching and interpolation 7:0s, for the area based match-
ing 38:0s, which adds to 50:5s on this single processor machine.
The area based matching step was parallelized on the Modular
Expandable Multiprocessor SYstem MEMSY [3]. Since data par-
tition allows an independent computation of disparity in each line
we got a nearly linear speedup for up to 16 processors.

An example for the final result of the registration and fusion of
several views [1] is shown in Fig. 9. The missing side surface (left
picture) was not visible in the image sequence. No surface fitting
is applied here; only the unprocessed range data is visualized.

7 CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK

We showed a segmentation algorithm reducing the number of prim-
itives significantly, leading to improved performance and reliabil-
ity in feature based stereo matching. Furthermore the disparity is
computed on chain coded lines directly thus allowing to use rather

coarse approximation for matching without loss of accuracy. We
explained the advantages of our object–oriented approach for de-
veloping an hierarchy of operations for image processing. Results
of the complete system show that our segmentation approach over-
comes the problem of inaccurate calibration and intensity changes.

Further work will concentrate on judgement and path planning
to complete parts of the surface which can be seen only from certain
viewing directions and on classification of the examined object.
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